
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL sound of M usi c 

"The Sound of Music": Fact or Fiction 

More Facts about the Real von Trapp Family 
The von Trap ps w ere a musical household well before Moria entered their lives 

Both in real and reel life, the family singers won first place in the Salzburg Music Festival. But 
the sound of music was already well established within the household before Maria arrived. In 
a reversal of the stern, music-forbidding retired naval officer depicted in the film, the real 
Georg and his first wife encouraged song in the family home years before Maria arrived. "In 
reality, Georg was a warm and loving if somewhat overwhelmed father," author Tom 
Santopietro writes in The Sound of Music Story. "It was actually Maria herself, with her 
emotionally stunted upbringing, who needed thawing." 

M a ria was hesitont about marry ing Captain von Trapp 

Like the film, Maria and Georg were in fact married only a year after the novice arrived as 
governess. Unlike the film, they were actually married in 1927, more than a decade before 
fleeing Austria in 1938. Georg was 25 years older than Maria and the match was not love at 
first sight. Though Georg had fallen for Maria and asked her t o stay with him and become a 
second mother to his children, Maria was not as sure of the union, ri:portedly saying, "God 
must have made him word it that way because if he had only asked me to marry him I might 
not have said yes." 

The real van Trapps d id not secretly cross the a lps by foot 

The family's exit from Austria under Nazi occupation was also given a glossy Hollywood 
treatment, depicting the von Trapps as having to cross the alps on foot to avoid detection. In 
reality such a journey would have brought them to directly into Germany, not Switzerland as in 
the film. "Don't they know geography in Hollywood? Salzburg does not border on Switzerland!" 
i;2n1plained Marja to a reporter in 1967. 

Though they left Austria only a day before the borders were sealed, their actual departure 
lacked the drama contained in the film according to documents and interviews contained in 
the U.S. National Archives. "We did tell people that we were going to America to sing," daughter 
Maria told Qpera News in 2003. "And we did not climb over mountains with all our heavy 
suitcases and instruments. We left by train in broad daylight, pretending nothing." 

The von Trapps traveled with their musical conductor, Rev. Franz Wasner, and secretary 
Martha Zochbauer. On film Wasner became the fictional Max Detweiler, who remained in 

Austria. 

The, real journey took the family first to Italy, where Georg attained citizenship due to his 
birthplace having become Italian territory in 1920, then on to London before boarding a ship 
for America. During the early 1940s they toured the U.S. as the Trapp Family Singers, 
eventually settling in Stowe, Vermont. There they opened a guest house. which is still owned 
and operated by descendants of the von Trapp family. 


